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Survey Question    # Yes # No Comments 

    

1. The Workshop was geared to my needs? 8   

    

2. Each session covered Pickleball skill(s) I will use in my future Pickleball play? 8   

    

3. The Coach/es clearly prepared & clearly explained each lesson? 8   

    

4. The right amount of practice was provided to enable future use on our own? 8   

    

5. Five weeks was the right length of time for the Workshop? 7 1 6 Weeks 

    

6a. If a Workshop were offered again in the future would you  want to participate? 7  1 Other:  Depends on what the skills are 

    

6b. If yes, would you want the sessions to cover the same lessons to reinforce the same 
skills/knowledge/brief drills, or, would you want new & different skills taught? 

8 → 
 

  5 want a combination, 1 the same, 2 want new skills 
 Quickly review previous lesson, then new skills – maybe 

should have (skills) levels,  Ex: 101, 102, etc. 

    

7. Would you recommend this Workshop to others? 8   
 

Rate the following tools utilized at the Workshop:  5 for the highest value (Most helpful) to 1 for the lowest (least helpful)  Totals are based on 8 returned surveys 
    

 5 or 5+ 
Best 

4 3 2 1 
Least 

Not 
Rated 

 

Other/Comment 

        
Video 1 4 1   2  2 may not have attended session 

Obtain used/old  larger wall screen or TV to see & hear better than on 
laptop.  (At Tradeland?  Some have built in CD player too.)  

        

Oral Explanations 8       

        

Demonstrations 8       

        

Drilling 8       

        

Practice Games While Receiving Constructive Feedback 6 1    1 Need lots more of this 

        

Pitching Machine 5 1    2   2 may not have attended session 

        

Other (Please Describe) - - - - - - Although all above (tools) were helpful-I definitely needed more help. 
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Comments/Feedback: 

 

 Additional lessons in the Fall would be good for me. 
 
 It was very helpful having the same people at each workshop.  This made practice easier and new skills covered without repeating previous ones for newcomers.  

Great workshop and great coaches.   
 
 The coaches were excellent!  Thank you. 
 
 Enjoyed the Workshop.  Learned so much that I will try to apply to my game in the future. 
 
 Class should be committed to duration of class; it is much more difficult when new person only comes for a class or two. 
 
 It would be nice to also have reserved recreational drill sessions so we could practice more. 
 
 1. Outstanding Coaches, excellent preparation, on time start, lessons moved along, maintained interest, brief practice built in. 

2.  An amount (of money) should be set by the Coach (Coaches) and/or Entity sponsoring the Workshop.  Whether the Workshop is presented under the dome of a 
“Membered Club”, or, a location (Nashua Sports Authority, YMCA, St. Patricks Hall, etc.) a matching amount subsidized by the Club may be a consideration.  A Senior 
Discount may be considered too.  If totally free, some may feel that the service provided is of little to no value, or, is presented by a less than qualified person, or, not 
feel a need to make a commitment to attend; making Coach(es) engaged for this purpose irrelevant.  This analogy is used by cities & towns that advocate:  “If you 
want good teachers/employees, then a fair value for services rendered should be given to those who provide services.”  I agree the amount set should be much less 
than dollars paid for other Coached sports lessons (Tennis, Ski, Golf).  Another idea; if Litchfield (LPA) is hosting/sponsoring the event, then half the amount of the fee 
go to the Coach (Coaches) for their level of expertise, time, travel, gas/mileage; and the other half towards the Club Treasurey for future Workshop subsidizations.  
What do I think is a fair amount?  Answer:  $5.00 per hour.  If, however, the Club wants to bring that cost down, then $5.00 for each two hour session (So, $2.50 per 
hour, with $1.00 of this amount towards the Litchfield Treasury and $4.00 to the Coach or divided amongst the Coaches.)  A 4 week duration Workshop/Clinic @ 
$20.00 seems pretty great, and, at an indoor bug and weather free facility too.! 

 
 


